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“A quirky story for children with big imaginations. Clare is a first time author 

but has already made a big impression gaining a Silver Medal in the 

Greenhouse Funny Prize”- Kimara Nye, Editor. 

 

AERODYNAMICS  

OF BISCUITS 

 

 ABOUT THIS BOOKA  

Captain Sneaky McSqueaky and his crew 

of pirate mice are trying to fly to the 

moon to steal cheese. But to get there, 

they need help from Oliver... and his 

biscuits!  

Aerodynamics of Biscuits is a picture 

book and early reader (Biscuit Blast Off!) 

that lends itself to exciting and practical 

activities and immerses children in an 

engaging context for new learning. 

Aerodynamics of Biscuits is also a piece 

of family theatre, directed and 

performed by Entertainingly Different.  

 

  

 ACTIVITYA  

DESIGN AND MAKE A BISCUIT ROCKET 

(OR OTHER VEHICLE) 

In this series of lessons, children will 

discuss and test biscuits and their 

properties and use what they learn to 

design their own rocket.  

The children will need to draw on real life 

budgeting skills as they construct within 

in given spend. 

In line with computing objectives, 

children can then present their final 

product using digital devices and internet 

services, such as green screens. 

 

  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Biscuit-Blast-Early-Reader-Readers/dp/1848862369/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1521275985&sr=1-1&keywords=biscuit+blast+off
http://entertaininglydifferent.com/


 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS:A ENGLISH/ MATHS/ SCIENCE/ DT/ COMPUTING 

 

Photos and lesson ideas credited with enormous thanks to Andrew Baldock and  

Our Lady of Hartley Primary School. If you use this resource, please let us know  

what you thought! clare_welsh@hotmail.co.uk www.clarehelenwelsh.com  

THE PROJECT:  

(Can be adapted to suit a range of abilities and year groups) 

DISCOVER Create a replica model of The Jolly Dodger. Discuss with a partner 

which biscuits Oliver used where and why? Label/write/draw a plan or design 

proposal from Oliver’s point of view.   

EXPLORE: Research your theories by designing an experiment to test biscuits 

and their properties. Which type of biscuit is the best at floating? Flying? With 

standing high temperatures? Make predictions and summarise your findings 

in a report. Is your test a fair test? 

CREATE: Design your own biscuit rocket (or something else; submarine, ship, 

car, machine). Price the resources and cost production to stay within a given 

budget. Can you include a moving part? 

PRESENT: Build your design and photograph it against a green screen using an 

App such as Green Screen by Do Ink. Give your creation an imaginative name 

and superimpose it onto your chosen background. Launch your model in a 

news report.  
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